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Jr. -Soph. Dance 
Attracts Many 
Couples Tonight 
B~RD TO ATTEND Dean Tewksbury 
CONFERENCE HELD Q -t D -t -AT.:> BENNtNGTON ut s rOSI ton 
As Head of Bard 
OVER 150 WILL 
DANCE AT FIRST 
PROM OF SEASON 
! 
Smith, Williams , Als~Will 
Send Delegat~s to' 
Panel Discussion 
I Class Presidents Bid 
Bard College will atte'nd the panel 
conference called oy henning ton 
College on November 20 to discus~ 
the educational policies of various 
New England colleges as compared Prom Guests Welcome 
John B. Harris and Andrew H. to the Bennington and Bard pro-
P. Swift, Presidents of the Jun- grams. Invitations to tnis meeting 
. ---.;-- ---' -'--~-.----------
Messner's Orchestra To 
Provide Music 
ior and Sophomore Classes, re- have been sent also to Smith and 
spectively, issued a welcome to Williams Colleges. I 
all guests of the Prom, in a The discussion will center around 
statement to THE BARD IAN. several questions. In talking abom 
"To all guests on campus this these questions, the students wili 
weekend, the classes of '39 and draw from the experience of their 
TO DEVOTE TIME 
TO SIMILAR WORK 
IN OTHER FIELDS 
'40 extend a cordial greeting. respective institutions. A panel dis-
We wish to take this opportunity cussion at which two representatives 
to express our appreciation of from each college will describe brief-
the efforts of all those who have lythe academic and socia. programs 
cooperated in making this Prom of their colleges will form the basis 
A prom week-end that is expected a success." for further informal discussion. 
to .... eliK all .baru lJollege attendance This dance is, as always, the The conference agenda wul con-
records will be ushered in tonight first Prom · of the school year sist of the following topics: 
with the strains ot" DlCk Messner 's and is the only one which has 1. How early in a college course 
orchestra at nine o'clock in the gym- two classes as joint sponsors. should the special interests of the 
naslum. student be recognized and encour-
Betwt..en seventy-five ana eighty aged? 
couples will attend tonight's oance SEVERAL GUESTS 2. To what extent should a stu-WhiCh is sponsored by tne Junior dent be required to get a well-
and Sophomore classeu ana which rounded understanding of modern 
marks the opening of the college OF DANCE COME life-social, SCientific, artistic, phil-
social season. Hopson, "eymour, osophic, etc.-as compared with the 
and South Halls are being used to mastery of one chosen field? 
accommodate the recorO total of 3. How m u c h responsibility 
STARTS AT NINE Resignation Effective December 3 1, 1937 
On 
DEAN SINCE 1934 
over ftfty-fiveguests. FROM COLLEGES should students have in formula,, -
A factor tha~ is expected to add lng the educational pOlicies of their I 
greatly to the success of Lne week- colleges? ' 
Dr. Donald G . Tewksbury, Dean of 
Bard College, has resigned his posi-
tion, the resignation being effective 
'Jecember 31, 1937, according to the 
Bard College Board of Trustees, of 
which Bishop William T . Manning is 
chairman. 
end is the extending of the Satur- Over seventy couples are expected 4. How far should students be 
day mght limit for the checking m to attend the Junior-Sophomore encouraged to participate in activi-
of guests from one-thirty, as it has Prom this evening, and of the guests ties relating to social and culturai 
been in past years, to three-thirty .. ~ approximately twenty will come from problems off the campus i 
The measure bringing about this ex- colleges, ten from New York City, Other possible subjects for discus-
tension was passed by the Student and the remainder from homes in sion may include a criticism of the 
Council last week and approved cities and towns as far off as Calif- conference system, the field period, 
several days ago by Dr. Mestre. ornia and Iowa and as near as Bar- student initiative in academic work, 
Guests must be checked in tonight rytown and Rhinebeck. social entertainment, and student 
at the customary time of four-thirty. Hood College, of Baltimore, Mary- and faculty exchanging between col-
Messner's band, which is popular land, will have the largest represen- leges with sympathetic programs. 
throughout the East and has fol- tation on campus. Through contact Louis Koenig and Jac:>b Cremer 
lowings at Amherst, Williams, the with Miss Cynthia Harris, guest of will l'epresent the Bard Educational 
University of Maryland, and Mount Mr. Donald Sanville, five girls have Policies Committee on the panel dis-
Holyoke, is familiar to Bard stu- been invited from that school. Smith, cussins. Other delegates are John 
dents, having played at the Fall Vassar, and Skidmore Colleges each Suter, Walter Waggoner, anet Harry 
prom two years ago. Tonight he will have three students at the Winterbottom. 
will play to a packed gymnasium dance. Two guests will come from Former Conferences 
that has been decorated to suit the I Bennington College, sometimes call- Bard has long been interested in 
occasion. Decorations fohow an ed "sister" to Bard because of its ed- discussing with other college.: thf' 
Autumnal theme, with the usual ef- ucational program, and one each problems which concern educational 
fects plus a picket fence that . ex- from the New Jersey College for policies and undergraduate life. 
tends around the dance fioor and Women, Barnard, and the Albany Along with Bennington, it has 
has pumpkins mounted on it. Business College. sought to develop the means by 
Tonight's dance will serve to in- Miss Jane Gilbert, who performed which students of different institu-
augurate a festive week-end. To- recently in the Bard Theatre Pro- . tions can exchange opinions and 
morrow afternoon the soccer team duction, "Rope," and whose home is ideas. 
will clash with undefeated Panzer in Dubuque, Iowa, will be th"e guest The Forum two years ago started 
College of South Orange, New Jer- of Mr. George Lambert. Mr. John the movement on this campus for 
sey at two-thirty, and the largest Heins is to escort Miss Helen Evans, such an exchange of stud e n t 
crowd of the season is expected to a native of California who is now opinion. In the spring of 1936 It 
support the home booters. At two staying on campus with her sister sent a delegation to Bennington to 
o'clock the cross country team will Mrs. C. Ray Carpenter. ' consider the programs followed by 
run against Hofstra College of New The guests of Mr. Lincoln Arm- that progressiVe college and Bard. 
York University. strong and Mr. George Dalton, the In the fall of that year ~ delegate< 
Tomorrow night the fraternities Misses Dorothy Tamery and Bettie from the Bennington Educational 
will entertain with informal dances Badgley, are coming from Toronto, Committee visited this campus to 
at their houses from nine to twelve. Canada. The majority of the other ~ontinue the discussion begun in the 
To the committees that planned visitors are from J.'lew York and New former conference. Conferences, the 
tonight's dance should go much of England. 
Conuinned on page six ) Continued ()n page two 
Continued on page six 
o 
Fraternities and Non-Society 
Men to Dance Saturday Night 
PROGRAM 'COM'PLE,TED 
FOR THfRDCONCERT 
The third Bard Hall concert will 
be given on Monday, November 15, at 
The freshmen taking courses in 
3:15 P. M. The program follows: 
Social Groups To Entertain At Their Respective Houses 
And Neighboring Inns 
Serenade for String Orchestra, Al-
legro, Minuet , Rondo .......... Mozart 
Bard College String Orchestra 
Four Songs .... ....... ...... .. ... ...... Schubert 
Edward Fuller 
For the first time in years the Sat-
urday night fraternity dances will be 
limited to the members of the three 
houses, faculty members and invit-
ed guests. The measure to make the 
dances closed affairs was passed at 
the interfraternity meeting several 
weeks ago but was not made public 
until recently, 
Kingston. Londonderry Air .......... .... ..................... . 
Departing from the usual custom. .. ... ........... arranged by Frank Bridge 
the Eulexians will commenc festiv- I Elias Dan .. F~ank Wigglesw,?rth 
e Ruth Wllhams, Eolo Test! 
ities with a cocktail party at the Cello Quintet, Andante con moto, 
house at five-thirty. The members Menuett, Grave, Rondo; Boccherini 
of the house will tnen entertain 
their guests with an informal dinner Elias Dan, Frank Wigglesworth 
at the Beekman arms. Julius Tellier, Ruth Williams, EoIo Test! 
ap.other Kingston band, will play for Justin Gray 
the' dance that will ' follow. Piano Solos ..... ..... .... .. .... .. ....... . Brahms 
Marjorie yates 
Music for Sigma Alpha EpSilon's Trio in B major .. .................... Brahms 
dance will be supplied by Roger Elias Dan, Eolo Testi 
Baer who has gained wide campus Marjorie Yates 
To the Editor: 
In response to you requests I 
should liKe to make the follow-
ing brief statement in regard to 
the resignation of Dr. Tewks-
bury as dean of 'Rard college 
acting dean to take effect on 
January 1. 
The resignation 0 f D e a n 
Tewksbury is a matter of pro-
found personal regret to me and 
to his other associates on the 
campus. It is, however, most 
unnecessary to state t!tat no 
changes in the educational policy 
of Bard college are involved in 
this administrative change. 
On the contrary it is our res-
ponsibility to build a n eve r 
stronger and more progressive 
Bard on the firm foundation laid 
down during the four years of 
Dr. Tewksbury's deanship. 
It is my firm conviction that 
with mutual confidence and good 
will this can be done. 
Harold Mestre 
On January 1, Acting Dean Hawks, 
dean of Columbia college, will be 
succeeded as acting dean of Bard 
college by Dr. Harold Mestre, pro-
fessor of bio-phy:;ics and director of 
studies. 
Dr. Tewksbury. who had been dean 
of Bard College since its change 
from St. Stephen's College in 1934, 
had recently returned from China, 
where he passed part of his leave of 
absence. Before his appOintment to 
Bard College, Dr. Tewksbury had 
been Associate Professor of Educa-
tion at Teacher's College, Columbia 
University. He was largely responsi-
ble for the formerly experimental 
, policy of Bard College, which now is 
widely acclaimed as one of the few 
American progressive colleges. 
The Board of Trustees gave no 
reason for Dr. Tewksbury's resigna-
tion, except that he wished to devote 
his time to educational work in 
other fields. 
Music Departmen t Presents 
Second Concert o/Season 
Selections by Twentieth Century Paul Hindemith Perplex 
Bard Music-Lovers 
The second of the Bard Hall Sun- Leo Roche produced a creditable 
day evening concerts was played to I performance which would have been 
a good-sized, albeit impOlite, audi- tremendously improved if Wiggles-
ence. DON'T wl'lisper to your neigh- worth had played with any bravura 
bor during performance-the players at all. 
have something much more import- Miss Barton and Miss Swenson 
ant ' to say than you have. DON'T adequately accompanied by Mr. Ab~ 
roll your program; but if you insist . batt Smith, sang with great charm. 
on making a cornucopia out of it, 'The Reinecke Canons.are of ques-
DON'T beat rhythms on the chair' tionable value as music but the vo-
in front of you-the chances are that I cal forms are interesting. The three 
the performers will do just as well I Dvorak songs were .sung with a more 
without a percUssion section _born I brilliant attack; the Dvorak was 
out of the audience. DON'T cough particularly pleasing because of a 
-you can usually hold it back if you well-planned balance of tne vOices. 
try. DON'T scrape your chair back Leo Roche was manifestly nervous 
and forth-there is enough of that as he started the Chopin Nocturne, 
sort of thing going on at the other a thing which caused him to lose 
end of the hall. There is nothing so some of the . light, Chopin quaUty; 
irksome to either a performer or a but he quickly recovered to complete 
conscientious listener as the viola- a thoroughly enjoyable rendition: To 
tion of these theatre and music hall criticize his Bach would be splitting 
DONT'S. hairs. It was delightful. And the 
B t I I Prokofieff marCh-well, it's always 
. u really ought to say some-I good. . . 
thmg about the concert. It was good 
Each house will, of course, issue 
invitations to the others, but , there 
will be no blanket invitation to the 
entire campus. The dances will be-
gin at nine o'clock and will last un-
til twelve. 
Kappa Gamma Chi will start the 
evening with a dinner at their 
house which will be followed by 
dancing. Music will be supplied by 
Charles King and his orchestra of 
approval at past S. A. E. affairs. 
The non-society group will provide 
an innovation with a dmner and 
dancing a t "The Dells." The dinner 
will open to all non-society men who 
-excellent. Frank Wigglesworth and What was the name of that song? 
Leo Roche started the program. If . Oh, yes: 'They All ~aughed." They 
o Wigglesworth were to try to remedy I all laughed at Christopher Colum-
FRATERNITY PLED·GE , the mistake of using but half his b~s, an~ they all, laughed at Paul . bow, his listeners would hear less ~md.emlth . I don t know-I .guess 
Ka,?pa Gamma Chi announces the I stiffness and much more of a now I m m ~ ~ut, because ~h~n . I ~~ear 
pledgmg of John H. Hallock, Class I lack~ng legato. Don't think that his Hinde~lth.s music I hear rela.~lvely 
wish to attend. of 1940. playmg was poor-it wasn't. He and, Continued on pa~e three 
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ASIATIC PRIMATE \ UNIVErRSITY TEACHES PROM RULES LIST -j UNIV. OF PITTSBURGH I SEVERAL GUESTS 
DEAF AND BLIND GIRL TO ABOUSH GRANTS GROUP RETU·RNS., I ~q WALK, TALK, HEAR CHANGE IN TIME , TO FOOTBAtLPLAYERS I 
FROM EXPEDITION Chicago, Ill.-(.ACP)-By means of A: change in the time lim~t ,within" Pittsburgh, Pa,-(ACP)-The Uni-a newly invented three finger muI- WhI,ch all g.ues~s n~ust be sIg~ed at j versity of Pittsburgh is "putting its ' \ .. 
titactor, Northwestern University';:; theIr dormltones IS the only .new house in order." It has announced " (Continued from page one) 
FROM- COLLEGES 
department of psycl1clogy will at- feature of the rules for .th~ Pro~ that it will cease 'giving special . 
tempt to ~each. an eight-year-old published by the Student CouncIl I grants" to football players. , . . present are Messr~. Edward Grandin, 
Dr. Carpenter From Bard deaf and blm~ gIrl to walk. talk .and ?urmg the last week. In other. y,ears James Hagan, director of athletics, William Dills, WIlberforce J. Rand" 
• :hear. The ChIld has been specIally It has be.en law" that. Prom vlsIt~rs said that futUre Pitt athletics and Russell Scott. all of the class 01 
Among Those StudYIng selected by Dr. Robert H. Gault, pro-.be m theu' sleepmg,quarters ~Y 1.30 "should be conducted in accord with 1937. Mr. Gilbert Jones and Mr. 
Primate In Asia fessor of psycholo~, beca,use <:very I A.M. S~mday mormng followmg ~he: the best traditions of intercollegiate , Dalton MacBee, both former stu-hun:an faculty WhICh. the. mUltlt~c-1 Fratermty dance~. The new rulmg \ ... practice," and that the univer- • dents of Bard, will also attend the 
t?r IS presun:ed to brmg mto bemg extends that lImlt by~wo hO~S, to sity has set up an agency to "secure affair. The guests of the present 
Released b1 Harvard U lies dormant m her pe.rson. Sh~ c~n:-13 :30 A. M. . , " , . I employment for students with ath- student body seemed to be almost 
!l e 'ce nive/' .. , ~ot walk. because, unl1ke the ma~or-~ . T.hts pla~ of extenslOn of the tIme !letiC ability on the same basis such evenly diVIded among the four 
N WS Offl Ilty of chIldren born deaf and blind, lImIt was first brought forward a~ a help is given to other students ... " classes WIth the Senior Class having 
. .. .. I she has failed to grasp the idea of meeting of the t~o classes s.tagmg After 1940, when presem commit- I the least number. 
The ASlatlc Pnmate ExpedItIOn, self-motion from the pressure of the the Prom. There It was unammous- I ments expire Pitt will reduce the . 
including in its peroonnel members! hands of others. . ly accepted and thence presente~ to schedule of its Panthers to eight Following is a~ incomplete l1st. of 
of the staff of the Museum of Com- . The multitactor transmits tonesJ;<) the Student CounCIl for approbation. I games These schedules will include the men attendmg the Prom WIth 
parative Zoology and the Peab?dy the fingers through three fingers-'- This body also ,unanimously voted : none but major teams because ac- their guests: William Jordy and 
Museum at Harvard Umverslty, the sense of touch taking the place for the plan. Dr. Mestre was there- , cording to Hagan "a football game Virginia Irvin, James Magee and 
Bard College (C~IUmbia yniversity), of the sense of sound. Daily charts I u~0t.I co~sulted and asked for .ad- is no longer a f~tball game when Patricia .Timmis, Ro~ert Ficke and 
and Johns HopkIns MedIcal School. of the child's progress will be kept mmIstratlve sanction. He adVIsed teams as powerful as ours can run Alice Velt, Robert FIcker and Nat-
has recentl~ returned 3;fter an ab- I at th~ department of psychology i the Student Council to Use its ~iscre- I roughshod over teams of schools alie Phillips, William vveissberger 
s~nce of nme .n:onths m Northern She WIll never be able to see, but her ' bon, and, after a second unamm0':lS ! which under normal conditions do and Ruth G3:ston, An~rew Storer 
Sla~ and, Bn~lsh North Bo~neo. teachers believe they will give her a vote was recorded by the CounCIl, not attract an abundance of football and M~rgy Ficke, Wilham Rueger 
Durmg . thIS tIme , the expedltlOn voice as she grasps the ability to the plan became part of the Prom material." and EdIth Meyer, I. Brewster Terry 
mad~ fIeld st~dies an~ ~ cOI?pre- translate touch into sound and so rules. , "If it (cessation of special grants) and Dorothy Thomas, D~nald San-
hensl\~e collectIOn of ASIatIC prImate bring her mind to the task of direct- The other rules for the weeken.d means weakening our teams then ville and Cynthia HarrIS, Lauren 
matenal. One member of the ex- ing movements of her body. I were left untouched. 4:30 A. M. IS they will have to be weake'r and Reynolds and Barbara OtlS, Harbert 
pedition also spent a month making 0 still the deadline on Saturday morn- there will be no criticism of our CalT and Eudoxia Muller, Scott Mc-
a survey o~ wild l~e in Northern I I ing by whi~h visitors must be en- coaches as a result of defeats that Keown and Katrinka ~ttle, George 
Sumatra WIth speCIal reference to PROGRESSIVE POLICY rolled in th.elr do:-ms. No gU~sts may may come our way," Hagan said. It Lambert and Jane GIlbert, H~r?ld 
the orang utan, and the NatlOnal l ST J.'DTE' D 'HOFSTR 1 be entertamed m students rooms has been understood that Pitt in- I Hencken and Charlotte PhIllIPS, Park established for its preservation · AA' AT ' 1'\,1 after the int.ermission of th~ p:om tends to bring its schedule into east- ~lom3:s Stewart an? Charlotte Unz, 
by the Netherlan<.ls IndIan Govern- " Ion Friday mgh.t or after ~IdmgJ:1t ern territory almost exclusively. In- ~la PrIce. and Berm~e Rocker, Wll-
ment. '. , on Saturday mght. The gIrls WIll cluded in the rules of the new policy ham PettIt and Paulme (;ombs, Her-
The personnel of the expedltlon New York, N. Y.-(ACP)-A new have vacated the dorms by 4:30 Sun- is one that no coach will be permit- man Holt and Helen Bradshaw, Al-
included four primate specialists in college curriculum to which the ex- . jay afternoon. ted to initiate a contract with any fred Felsberg and Genevieve Roem-
Dr. Adolph H . Schultz, ASSOCIate perience of sixteen major colleges ' 0 athlete or attend any game with the mele, John , Hallock and Kathleen 
Professor of Physical Anthropology ; and universities has contributed, DEPT. OF P S'YCHOL',OGLY idea of "scouting lOr athletes" King, Harry Winterbottom and Joan 
at the Johns Hopkins , School of I goes into effect this fall at Hofstra 0 . Frohne, Douglas Schultz and Emrerly 
Medicine and a Research Associate College, according to Provost Rufus KINS TO Moon, Peter Paul Muller and Mary 
of the Carnegie Institution; Dr. C. D. Smith of New York University. AT JOHN HOP " , FRATERNITI'ES UTILIZE Westervelt, John Heins and Helen 
R. Carpenter, Lecturer in Psychol- At Hofstra, which is the Univer- REORGANIZE STUDIES Evans, Clinton Jones and Mildred 
ogy at Bard College and Research sity's Long Island affiliate, to a CO-OPS T 'O SAVE MONEY Allen, Dalton MacBee and Margaret 
Associate of the Peabody Museum; greater extent, perhaps than in any Baltimore, Md. - (ACP) -' A far- Kennedy, Neil Gray and EllenQl' 
Harold J. Coolidge, Jr., Assistant other college, ordinary academic de- reaching experiment has been un- Columbus, Ohio-(ACP)-Cooper- Lane, Stanley Merrill and Eleanor 
Curator of Mammals at the Harvard partments will be scrapped. For ex- dertaken by Johns Hopkins Univer- ative purchase of supplies by frater- Donahue, Adrian Cubberley and 
Museum of Comparative Zoology; ample, there will be no departments sity in the reorganization of its de- nities and sororities at Ohio State Eleanor Gerhardt. John Honey and 
Sherwood L. Washburn. Harvard of economics, sociology and politics. partment of psychology. Under pres- . University save<! Lhem 16 per cent on , Mary Roloson, Douglas Potter and 
graduate stu den t and Sheldon Instead there will be merely a divi- ident Isaiah Bowman, graduate stu- i $90,000 worth of provisions during Marjorie Thomas, Wesley Dochter-
Travelling Fellow; and in addition sion of social science, in which six dents will be required to work from the last year. This year 33 frater- mann and Grace Levis, Paul King-
J. A. Griswold, Jr., Research Assist- basic courses running in sequence the ground up in preparing them- nities and eight sororities have join- ston and Jane Outwater, Edward 
ant in the Museum of Comparative from freshman to senior year will selves for their work as psycholo- ed forces uniting their purchasing Friedland and Neale MacNeale. Lin-
Zoology, and H. G. Deignan, an or- correlate all three of the conven- gists. They will have to obtain first power. There are now only five frat- coIn Armstrong and Dorothy Tam-
nithologist who joined the Expedi- tional "departments." Comprehen- 3. knowledge of anatomy, htstology, erl1ities and 12 sororities not includ- 'ery, John Goldsmith and Ruth Wil-
tion for collecting in Borneo. sive examinations covering two physiology, neurology and psychi- ed in the group, the majerity of cox, W. Scott Potter and Anne Lan-
The expedition has procured a year's work are planned for upper atry, this program to go along with these being relatively small. igan, Kent King and Doris Luck, 
unique documented collection of pri- classes and there will be provision a. limited amount of training and ex- Interest in improving the financial Carlos Copeland and Barbara Hover, 
mate material for further study by I for independent worK under tutorial perimentation in traditional psychol- conditions of the various fraternities George Dalton and Bettie Badgley. 
the comparative anatomist, morph- guidance. ogy. After they have mastered the has led to the establishment of a Jacob CremeI' and Paula Borchard, 
ologis~ and physical anthropologist. The new system, according to Pro- fundamentals of the SCiences, they uniform ~ccounting system in the Henry Zellweger and Bette Ower. 
The fIrst comprehensive field .studies vost Smith, follows the newer trend will be encouraged to continue with office of the auditor of fraternity Henry Baker and Henriette Wise-
on the behavior of wild gibbons in toward the broad English type 01 such experimental psychology as accounts . Forty-six of the 58 frater- man, John Muller and Eugenie 
their natural environment have been training as opposed to the highly workers in that field have tradition- nities now have "A" creait ratings, Rowe, Gifford Marshall and Kath-
made and these observations supple- I specialized German type popular' in Jolly carried on. with the others rapidly reducing arine Wilklow, Bradford Pete"s and 
mented by film and sound record- pre-war days. H01stra's graduates This development at tne Hopkins their financial obligations. When the Jane Delno, Winthrop Stearns and 
ings. General zoological collections realistically, he believes, as a re$ult 1s believed to be unique in the field auditing division was established on Judith Reed, Robert Lynde and Mil-
have been pr.ocured for the Museum of their more integrated education, )f American education. The old de- its present basis four years ago, frat- dred Shook Donald Worcester and 
of ComparatIVe Zoology at Harvard 0 ;artment of psychology had dec lin- ernities owed creditors approximate- ' 
from the mountain forests of North- I;d when its key man, Dr. Knight ly $65,000. This has now been reduc- Merial Newcomer, Leo Roche and 
ern Slam and the highland and low- KINGSTON PLA YWRITE ! :)unlap, left early in 1936 to go to ed $15,000. Julia Lane Alexander. 
land forests of British Nortn Borneo. IS ST. STEPHEN'S G 'RAD ;he University of California. 
Work on the primate collections and 
the detailed study and correlation of 
information procured in the field 
remains to be done. This will be Howard E. Koch, graduate of St. C J St k h 
carried on in the laboratories of Stephen's College in 1921, is the aU-I . . oc en erg 
Johns Hopkias Medical Scnool, Bard thor of "Give Us This Day," the first 
College (Columbia University), the play to be producec... by the Ulster RED HOOK PLUMBING 
Museum of Comparative Zoology County Theatre Association. The I 
and the Peabody Museum at .t1.ar- author will also be CO-director of the SUPPLY CO. 
vard, and at the Harvard Medical play. 
school. Those members of the ex- Mr. Koch, a resident of Kingston. j 
pedition who were in the field will is also the author of "The Singing 
be assisted in their study of the col-' and The Gold," which opened in 
lections by colleagues who have New York City on Election Day as a I 
special knowledge and interest in the Federal Theatre Project. It will run 
comparatiVe study of primates. until Christmas in a try-out circuit 
The primate collections include of the neighborhood "neatres of 
skins, skeletons and preserved mat- Manhattan. 
erial particularly of gibbons, langurs. Another St. Stephen's alumus" 
macaques, and lemurs from Siam John Burgevin, is a member of the 
and British North Borneo, as well cast in "Give Us This Day." 
as orang utan material obtained on 
a special permit from His Excellency 
the Governor of British North Bor-
neo. Each ape, monkey or lemur 
that was collected has been carefully 
measured and weighed before being 
skinned, dissected or embalmed. The 
mass of information that has been 
thus recorded in the field concerning 
each specimen will be extremely val-
uable in man's knowledge, of growth 
and variation which wilJ. result from 
the more detailed anatomical an .. I 
~eletal studies of this same material I 
m the laboratory, the expedition's 
members said. Professor Adolph H. 
S~hultz, assisted by Sherwood L, 
Washburn, was largely responsible 
for this phase of the field work. 
They had many difficulties to over-
come, not the least of Which was the 
hothouse Climate of North Borneo, 
where meat will putrefy in a very 
few hours. Their base camp on the 
Kinabatangen River occupied the 
same clearing as that of the late 
Martin Johnson. All that remained 
of his elaborate camp were a few 
stakes in the long grass. 
The expedition's cooperative pro-
Continued on page six 
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Just Like an Elephant's Trunk ... 
Nature gave the elephant a trunk with which he could 
handle anything from a twig to a huge log. We can 
handle anything in printing or publishing from an order 
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. [ i2nd Concert i I 
'ROPE' PRESENTED ·11 Music from Hollywood II Of Year (ASSOci:fe:~~re~~a~O~ess Cor-
BY BARD THEATRE L. ----------------------------..... I respondent.) . I Washington, D. C.-Hidden away 
(Continued from page one) in a voluminous report of the North 0, "MusicfromHollywood" i I Central Association of Colleges and O C T 0 B E R 2 7 -3· ... songs of the movies I basic and simple harmonies. and Secondary Schools is a n~w ~ote on 
magnificent contrapuntal WritIng , an old subject of perenrual mterest 
... sung by the stars- much of which I would gladly put . to colleges: subsidizing of college 
and played for dancing up against J. S. Bach. Hindemith is athletes. 
M u r d e r Thriller Tests 
Mettle of Bard 
Thespians 
America. That's the idea one of the few great composers alive A special committee of the asso-
today, and time will unquestionably ciation investigated the problem of 
behind the popularity of prove him to be one of the deepest recruiting, prose lying and subsidiz-
Alice Faye-HqI Kemp's roots tor the music of .tomorrow. lng college athletes. The report says 
Chesterfi'eld radio pro- And UQW you (I can't think of a that these practices are "more prev-
synonym for) dopes, go back into alent today than ever before." The 
grams, heard over the your ivory towers where you will news value of the committee's find-
-ColumbiaNetworkevery never hear a discord, and laugh-, ings are of doubtful worth, but the 
Friday evening at 8:30 laugh like hell in major thirds. recurrence of the old question is A REVIEW 
By way of comment on the playing timely. Nowadays, the report states, 
E.S.T.(WestemStations of the Hind~mith, I can only say high school athletes are "conscious" 
8:30 P.T.). that it was on the whole well p-lay- of their market values and "shop 
October 29 , 1937. K~lnp' 's famoUs dance ed save for a '-rather careless disre- around" for the best offers, just as 
Murder "was seen prominently" gard for dynamics. ': might prospective big league baseball 
this evening making its debut at the : orchestraandMissFaye's Although the ensemple seemed to players. Professionalism in college 
Bard Theatre in the play "Rope." I charming voice rrmkeone disintegrate at several. points, and athletics tempts a commentator to 
It started out morbidly enough with of the smartest and although certain members forget paraphrase Mark Twain's reputed 
a corpse in a chest stage front a~d , that the v~rtuoso per se has no place crack about the weather : "Everyone 
ended up with the blast of a p~llce brightest programs Oll · in the ensemble, Mrs. Yates, Messrs. talks about it. but nobody does any-
whistle which rang down the fmal the air. Dan, Wigglesworth, and Testi play- thing about it." Some colleges, of 
curtain. ed the allegro movement of the course, have done plenty. Johns 
The play finds its inspiration in Brahms beautiful G minor piano Hopkins for example is, athletically 
the Loeb-Leopold case of the last quartet. And therein lies the es- speaking, as pure as snow. They 
decade. Two young and perverted sence of all that I want to say. De- don't charge anything for admission 
students in this case attempted to spite the fact that I seem to have a to games even. But many more col-
commit a perfect murder. They pick- great deal to say and criticize, I still leges lay the cash on the lines for 
ed up a small boy from the streets, make no creative contribution. I athletes. 
brought him home, and after. at- think that I am like many others in Your correspondent was recently 
tacking him, drowned him In a A tNt e s this respect. Now, for myself (and informed by an official of a univer-
bath-tub. Afterwards tney took the. . r 0 those other unfortunates whom I sity athletic council, that a certain 
body and stuffed it in a sewer pipe. i have described a,.c; being like me) I school in that conference was giving 
They would probably not have been • • • should like to thank sincerely all the scholarships to the band and to the 
discovered for some time had not performers. I should like them to managers of the football team. 
one of the boys dropped his horn- HENRY J. ZELLWEGER remember above all else that they In the years to come many other 
rimmed glasses near the "grave." I are students playing in informal re- reports will doubtless view with al-
Detectives discovering where the cital. I do not expect tne quality of arm the practice of inducing promis-
body had been hidden, also found a Town Hall recital, and I am hon- ing athletes to attend particular col-
the glasses and traced them to the In the second sculpture that Bard While having a certain amusing , estly appreciative of their giving me leges by means of a pay check. How-
two student murderers. has seen in Orient Gallery we have quality-the hound is intensely in-: the chance to get away from "can- ever, it seems doubtful tnat alumni 
In "Rope" We again find two stu- been fortunate enough to have a terested at the moment in that par- ned" music and affording me the will ever blush with shame when 
dents attempting the perfect and group of pieces by one of the best ticular flea-it has a certain integ- opportunity of realiZing from time confronted with the charge that 
clueless murder. Brandon is the known American sculptors. John rity of handling, particularly in the to time my major avocation-listen- their Alma Mater's conference foot-
leader in the plot. confident, vain, Flannagan studied painting lOr three simple juxtapostion of areas of the ing to music. For this I sincerely ball championship was won by play-
morbid, brilliant. His friend Gran- at the Minneapolis Art Insti- back, that makes it, for me, the best thank you performers - thank you ers who received scholarships for 
ilIo is a weak a.nd soft boy, hope- r~~:s and some years later taught piece in the show. In breaking up very much. athletic ability instead of proficiency 
lessly tied .up ~lth ·the murder be-I himself the technique of stone carv- the lines of the back into tnese areas -G. L. R. in chemistry. 
cause of hlS abJect dependen~e up- i He has exhibited at the Flanagan has added an almost ab-
on Brandon. He is completely m the ~~icago Art Institute and at the stract quality to the figure that adds ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
funk and carries himself through the Museum of Modern Art and has had immeasurably to tne value of the ;;; 
tragedy only because of his fear of six one-man shows at the Wehye whole as a composition. It would 
having to leave Brandon. . Gallery in New York. have been so easy to have made the 
Brandon, .to add a touch o.f PUt ~xerp\'s from the catalogue of his back a smoothly owing line but 
ance to hIS murder expenmen, last show there say: "His aims are !<'lanagan was aware of the danger 
places the corpse in a chest from ' 0 make his sculpture so simple, and avoided it. 
the top of which he serv~s cocktail: ~atural inevitable that it hardly In the Kid Licking Itx Back , we 
to 1;1is frle~ds and relatIves of th: seems darved but rather to haVe en- find a piece that is even more sug-
victIm. ThIS party is to be hthef.Cl1. dured so always .... He often works gestive of the rough field stone from 
max of the e.xperiment, t e ~n~_ on rough field stone . . . this does which is was carved. The texture of 
touch which WIll summate. the mc~· not imply that the shape of the the stone adds immeasureably to the 
ty and genius which went mto plan- stone dictates the design, but rather wooly feeling of the animal. The 
ning the murder. . that the image the idea already sculptor has wisely taken his rough I 
BARDAVON 
Week of Nov. 5 
"DEAD END" 
with 
SYLVIA SIDNEY 
JOEL McCREA 
HUMPHREY BOGART 
STRATFORD 
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y. 
Beg. Sat., Nov •. 6 
Shirley Temple 
in 
"HEIDI" 
Nov. 13 
LOmSE RAINER 
SPENCER TRACY 
in 
"BIG CITY" 
Brandon is evidently excit~d and existing in his ~ind, finds the com- texture into consideration in the 
hard put not to boahst ahboutdhhlS d~edt pletest expression in the form of the carving and has kept his forms large 
Granillo on the ot er an as os articular stone" with no detail. The head turned 
his nerve completely, drinkmg all P With the exception of two pieces, back over the shOUlder gives a con-
the evening to pre,:,ent t~e final col- the work here has been carved in tinuous, interesting rhythm as of a I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ lapse. The guests m thelr turni ~~- field or stream stones. This face, figure 8 turned on its side. livious of the gnm cO.ntents.o e however is not what makes the The Cat R eclining differs from 
chest, pass the time WIth triVIalities. ieces gr'eat sculpture. That is due the other pieces in the show in that :r-.... ~~-'---. _ ... 't!!!.!'~"~ '31~_"'f~~r"!'~~~~-Ii~,.,.II:!"'=:!N .. ''''!:;ma 
Only the poet, .Rupert, ~ecomes sus- ~nt1relY to the manner in which it has a horizontal linear rhythm 1:. .. .. .;0 ' ,.." . "". 3 -" ,,' "i''' ', .... ""--" .• t ~ ......... _..: ,-....... _ ... _ ... _'  - -
picious and fmally dlScovers the Flannagan has handled his masses instead of some variation of return- \ 
meaning of the party. I and lines. Working in field stone ing curves .. Perhaps. in a way hi 
A lot of this sort is essentiallY' does set up more limitations for the loses ~omethmg by thIS but the pec- I 
p t' U I thI'S melo- sculptor and possloly because of this tator IS made to feel the s~retch that 
melodrama Ie. ness f I i h t· t· f t ti rt · rightly controlled I forces him to be more resource u s so c arac er~s IC 0 ca s. . I ~ra::y c ~~~~: I~ndue proportions in his disposition of masses. The These T!»o IS the only bronze 111 I 
and throw the entire playoff bal- artist who works within the Umita- the collectIon and that has p!obably 
ance. Such lack of balance v.:ill cer- tion of his medium generally turns been cast from a stone carvIng. It 
tainly lend an air of unrealIty and out the most honest efforts. With- is inte~es~ing to note how carefully I 
artificiality to the plot which would our attempting a comparison between I the pamtmg has been done so tha t ! 
otherwise be quite convincing. the two men, Flannagan has a proto- it would resemble stone. ' Unfortu-
type in Michelangelo who carved nately thi~ resemblence detracts 
BEEKMAN ARMS 
The Oldest Hotel in America 
Rhinebeck, N. Y. 
"Truly, the Rendezvous of Friends" 
This lack of conviction we find the one of his greatest works, David, from I from the pIece since it seems out of 
~~~~ f~~ ~e~~r:~~:i~g'~a~[~:u~f ~I~~~!y sa~~~~~ bl~:~:~d ~~o ~ht~: i ~:~~nc~~~e~e ~~:r~::ll~ t~~~arl~~: ! !:,:,::,:, :,:::.:~.:~.:.:~:,::.~ ::.:~::,:;::.:,.:~:,~~:.::;::;::::~:,:,:::::,:,::,: :~;,!;;::::,:::;;::.::,:::!:!:,;,::,:!:~::::,;'::::!i~~: : 
murder was so plugged that the I block. Flannagan has carved pieces r e c og n 1 Z a b 1 e except on c Ose ;i;;i .. ' . .. ii:."i .. l.il.'Ii;.;!;; .... '"ii.;;i .I;:; ... I,oo;,.. ';;O';ili .. ilii,'Ii ... ,i ••• • ,_, .. . ,••• , ••• •• _ " •• "'~ ......... " ... , .. ~_,_ • • • ' .. M . ..... '._u_._ _ _ 
tragedy lost that element of sincer- from blocks of quar.ried st0I1:e, the ~crutiny. It would have ~een better 
ity which would have otnerwise Cat R eclining in thiS show IS one If left as bronze-the fellng of un-
made it successful. The play itself such piece, which are as good as the balance would b~ lessened and there 
was not too well written or planned, pieces carved from stones. Perh~ps would be more llg~t reflected ~o tI:e 
but in addition, it was over-acted, it is his imagination, or "creatIve smaller ~ead so It cO,!I? mamtam 
over-done. The audience was time vision," that suggests he choose the it pl~ce m the compoSItIOn. 
and time again brougnt to the prop- harder course; whatever the reason TI:IS has bee~. one of the mo~t 
er point of tension when an exces- it enables him to produce excellent fascmating exhIbIts to be held m 
sive gesture on the part of Brandon, stone scuplture. Orient Gallery and, I . hope, may , 
a forced quality in GranillO'S acting, Of the pieces in the present show foreshadow many more sculpture 
the sword-play of Rupert tipped the I am particularly fond of The Flea. shows. 
balance and caused the tension to 
snap. 
Considering the d~fficult nature of Mrs. Mestre as the wonderfully spin-
the play, however, It was well pre- ster sister may we see more of the 
sented. Hobbs did an excellent job old dear 'Raisbeck too seemed nice-
at portraying the cynical poe~ and Il lY cast ~nd took malicious pleasure 
intellectual. The characte.rizatlOn of in saying yes. 
the two students by Stemway and Mr Morrisson in introducing the 
Walling was good, although: both first 'real myste;y play to the Bard 
parts w~re. over-acted. It dI~ not Theatre, succeeded exceptionally 
seem as If eIther actor clearly vIs~al- well in handling a difficult job. He 
ized the ~ar~ he was interpretmg. worked under several handicaps, un-
Certainly It IS true that the char- familiarity with the campus, the 
acters of the two perver~ed stUdents theatre , and the students. With the I 
were vas~ly . more compllcated than I work he has done now, we look for-
the play mdICated. ward to his next production when we 
The other characters furnished a hope a really fine play will be pre- I 
welcome relief to the dark tones of sented. 
the play. Miss Gilbert re~llY was . A final good word to the prod';lc-
quite amusing, in her unorigmal role, tion staff and stage cr~w which 
and Rueger did a very nice "fine neither have the opportumty to take 
young boy act." Dr. Davidson was a b?w be fort': the audience, or have 
perfectly cast and at his ease theIr names m the papers. 
thraug'hout the performance. And -J. T. C. 
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It is with sincere regret that THE I 
BARD IAN learns of the death of Dr, Phalen's 
father. 
TAMMANY FALLS DOWN •.•• 
MAYOR LaGuardia was re-elected Mayor of New York City, which means that Tammany had better 
clean house. The Mayor was the only choice though 
everyone thought so for a different reason. Because 
he has, upon occasions, acted liberally, independents, 
progressives, and the Communist Party endorsed him. 
Because he was the Republican candidate for mayor, 
the Republicans voted for nim. But that is hardly the 
reason that they give; they say it was his progressive-
ness and worth; and they didn't object to communist 
support. If We think real hard, and consult periodi-
cals, we'll remember that the Republican Party point-
ed to communists support of Roosevelt, which wasn't 
true, and deduced that Roosevelt was a communist, 
which he isn't. The only answer to this inconsistency 
is: it all depends. .. .. .. But we can assure you of one 
thing; though Farley and Wagner and Lehman can 
depend on Tammany aid next election, they'll find 
Tammany support of much less significance than a 
decent reputation, which is what they would have had, 
had they denounced Mahoney in a fit and proper 
manner. Whatever progressive and labor votes Wag-
ner and Lehman might have polled before this election, 
they have lost now. On the other hand, it's plausible 
that labor will campa1gn for Lehman or Wagner if 
the alternative is, say Landon. 
But of greater importance, and more pleasant to 
think about, is the fact that, having lost two metro-
politan may orality campaigns in succession, Tammany 
will have to clean out or get out. 
o 
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I Looking Around Alms for Oblivion Letters To The Editor 
~ _____ WILLIAM H. JORDY _____ _ 
NOTE ON LAMP SHADE: 
Dear Occupant, 
Use top-left drawer in dresser. Also second drawer. 
Three hangers in closet. Clean glass on dresser. Extra 
blanket on top shelf of closet. Make yourself comfort-
able. Hope you have a swell time at the Prom. . 
Signed, 
xx. 
P. S. Please open the window on the left of the 
bed; so if it rains, h will not ruin radio. Also please 
water the ivy. 
CAMPUS TOUR-QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS: 
What do you do in conferences a.nyway-: 
Well-tha.t depends. 
When are they going to finish the theatre balcony? 
Finished years ago. Supposed to be rustic. 
Well, then, what's the sense of doing abstract art? 
Um-m. 
Oh, so you don't live in the fraternity houses? 
No. 
What's up on that iron balcony? 
Novels and last year's "Esquire." 
What is a prezygopophyses? 
Articulatmg surface when the post-zygopohyses 
becomes continguous with .. .. .. 
IMPERFECTIONS OF A BARD BOUDOIR: 
Incomplete list. The rest depends on you. 
No pins. 
One two by two mirror. 
Theatrical gauze (or worse) to cover the windows. 
Photographs of nine loves. Distract1:lg; especially 
in his room. 
I JAPAN'S OUTRAGE AGAINST 
PROCESSIONAL by John Howard I THE WORLD 
Lawson. Directed by Lem Ward, 
settings by Manuel Essman, musical: To the Editor of THE BA.RDIAN: 
score by Earl Robinson, and musical 
conductor: Dante Carrozzini. A W. I 0 
P. A.. Federal Theatre Project at the 
Maxine Elliot Theatre in New York 
City. 
Let no one suppose that Japan's 
"undeclared" conquest of China af-
fects the Chinese alone. The despic-
able, ruthless cruelty WIth which she 
slaughters thousands of innocent, 
decent, frugal, upright Chinese men, 
PROCESSIONAL, when presented women and children-daring to call 
new in 1925, was reputed to have it all "self-defense" - is a brazen 
been successful. It was pronounced laugh of contempt at all the ideals 
"the first modern American play' that give life its meaning and in-
which is what Lawson wanted it centtive to Americans and to most 
pronounced. In its revival as a Fed- of the rest of the world. Japan 
eral Theatre Project, PROCES- could not if she wanted to, and does 
SIONAL is neither the . first modern rnot try very hard to mitigate her 
American play nor successful. Sup- insult to the world in any way ... For 
posedly an experiment in the use 01 while we cherish human life, peace-
burlesque and vaudeville forms on ful relations with the world and de-
the legitimate stage in 1925, thiE ploce and detest the horrors of war, 
play, in 1937, has the virtues 01 Japan has blithely cast off the 
neither, all of Which bodes no good "handicap" of those ideals. And 
for the reputations of Mr. Lawson they are a handicap toward the at-
of the Federal Theatre. tainment of a perfect military ma-
chine. In Japan hIe counts for 
. This story of company-ownership, little, and war and suicide are looked 
Coaltown strikers, martial law and upon as great sport. 
mother love runs the gamut of stage There is perhaps no one among us 
techniques, producing little more whose sense of righteousness, social 
than a hodge-podge and a revlewer's justice and humanity is not irritated 
hang-over. Characters Which orig- in the extreme by having to face the 
inally may have been electric and 
d 'f . . t fact of Japan's outrageousness. and e 1 y~ng canca. ures are no.w p~)Qr the fact that some automatic power 
drawmgs and 11bels. DynamIte JIm, did not terminate it before it began, 
perhaps the hero, an~ perhaps o~_ or at least since then. If Japan is 
of the best characters 10 t~e play,.ls not now acquainted with tne Wbrld's 
heavy, unpleasant, and h1S herOlCS "opinion" of her acts she never will 
are obscur.e. He has ~oo much .sex i be. But whether she is or not, it 
a~d too lIttle ~entallty. He gIves note terribly imnortan~. I believe 
Indrrect llghting, from cereal boxes or mixing hIS part an occaSIOnal punCH, but he ;r" • 
which throw light-up. doesn't belong in PROCESSIONAL. that Japan g~ins perverted .satlsfac-
The trikers are r ttl -b . d I d- i tion and dellght a~ the Impotent 
Color schemes. 
Borderline art (eg. petty, 
tions, etc.) 
s . a e ra1ne, ou I fury of a peace-Iovmg worlo; that 
pencilled wall decora- mouthed, and meffectual. In two 01 her policy is one of absolutelydelib-
the three scenes that they are on r ., 
stage, and all the time that they are era~e, studIed sadlSm. 
One step forward to the wall. One backward- off, they are not, as you might hope, I Smce we seE! the .bad e~ects of 
or at least suspect, organizing or I our last expen~nce I~ settlmg the 
battling the soldiers, but are p.laYing I troubles of ~Orelgn.. n~t1ons. for them, 
in the strikers' band, which makes we have llttle desrre ~o unde~o 
the soldiers, the company-town con- ane~ the horror .of milltary stnfe, 
and in suitcase. 
Puritanical treatment of "standard three" (desk, 
Choice of white cotton thread or a medium-thick stable, and the audience very, very i spi.llmg the blood of our. own best 
twine. No needle. angry. The strike leader, bombastic I CIt1zens.. We hope, .and pray, th~t 
and meaningless, shouts directions I Japan .IS d~feated, If .not .e~terml­
No switch to turn on radio. Or else it isn't plugged conceived by John Howard Lawson, na.te<;i. 10 thIS present conr1lct. But 
in. Or something. written by John Howard Lawson, th1S 15 only a righteous ~lO~e. Japan 
Comsmetics spill over fioor. Or thinks get snarled. and copyrighted by John Howard has shoWIl; very conv~cmgly her 
Never happened before. Lawson. Sadie, the daughter of complete ~hsrespect for nght; to de-
cot, dresser) 
IMAGINATION: 
15 ........... ME 
16 ........... ME 
Etc. Etc 
COFFEE AT THE JUG AT 12:00: 
"Well, goodnight. See you at ten." 
"Goodnight. At ten." 
HURRAH FOR OUR SIDE: 
store-keeper Isaac Cohen should be feat her m war would subdue her, 
taken over someone's kne~ before she but perhaps only temporalily. At 
makes the acquaintance of Dynamite any rate, I agree that "there never 
Jim and has to marry him. But she was a good war, or a bad peace," and 
is Jewish which is more than can be that a "war to end war" would be a 
said for her father, who acts like a wa~ that destroyed tne entire popu-
grammar school versiGn of a Jewish latlOn of the earth. Nevertheless, 
store-keeper. Not at all bad is Phil- peace does not exist; now; it does 
potts, a Hearst newspaper reporter, not ex~st in. this country, because 
who is straight vaudeville and good Japan I~ wagmg an u?declared w~r 
entertainment-and he says as mUCL on us-mdirectly - Just as she IS 
as any of them. more directly on China. She is 
poisoning our minds, filling them 
One scene which is not at all hard with with hatred and fury, rendering 
to look upon introduces the Kti Klux insecure the ideals that form the 
Klan, which marches solemn1;v on very foundation of our life. We see 
houses we've visited, I stage, rhythmically swings Ita hips, . Japan's goal as making all ,men into Honestly, out of all the 
like yours the best." 
FOR THE EXCHANGE OF IDEAS. . . . I LETTER ON LAMPSHADE' 
IN splte of the prevlOus ed1torial comment promul- With just a trace of perfume 
chants responses, and sh6ut~' con- i c~nnon fodder, as military machines 
certe~ "Boos" at little Sadie, Who is w1ping each other out. We see 
so fnghtened that she swings Alto a Japan making life easy to lose, 
soft-shoe routine. But even this has hideous to bear. The issue, as I see 
the fault of aU the otherg.:...:.,the peo- it, is that the overwhelming majority 
pIe aren't true. The klansmen are of the population of the world want 
much too agreeable for kl . . it to be,. as i~ rightful.ly shOUld, used gating the apparent progress of Bard Coll~ge, it is . possible to take exception to and enlarge upon certain Dear XX, 
aspects of that comment. It cannot be denied that 
progress has been manifest on this campus, but we are 
becoming increasingly aware of student and faculty 
opinion concerning the isolation of Bard and the 
mental stagnation that inevitably results. Though 
there is probably no less talent at Bard this year, be-
cause of the geographic and educational situation of 
this college, minds have been going stale from lack 
Thanks so much for the use of your room. Thor-
oughly enjoyed Prom. Completely forgot about ivy 
until this morning, but still looks green anyhow. Like-
your neckies. Particularly the blue and white striped 
one. 
Signed, 
Occupant. 
. ; ans~en. to promote .lIfe, happmess and well-
sincerely conce1ved but dr~wn w1th a being; while a ridiculously small 
disregard for all standards of good minority decide that the world's 
portraiture, which doesn't ~~~'essari- purpose is to create death, unhappi-
ly exclude caricature or burIes ness, hatred, fear, . il'lsecurity.,....,..or I 
. . que. should saY,to destroy. On the one 
The sets have been ch~nged from hand, are those who in the interest 
th . I '. t d k . of humanity wish to preserve. the 
, e sIm~ e pam e o~c drops of the: fruits of the civilizatiQn we have 
of inspiration. With the exception of certain few 
authorities in specialized fields of politics and social THE SCENE CHANGES: 25 verSlOn to drops l1ghted from be- labored so to acquire; on the other hind which.gives the effect 'of struc- are those who, to serve purely 
tural form in silhouette. Despite the selfiish inte~ests - or, worse than 
well-meaning' spirit behind t h i that, to satlSfy· perverted instincts, 
science sponsored by the American Student Union, 
and the few noted natural scientists provided by the 
Science Club, Bard has been in sad want for new 
ideas and ways to express them. Admittedly, the !::on-
tributions of the American Student Union and the 
Science Club are of benefit, and we should be thankful 
for them, but one can hardly expect their few speakers 
to alleviate the intellectual privation on this campus. 
And though a few organizations, like the Dragon Club, 
are not co-operating as they should, let it be under-
stood that is is not the duty of students or student 
groups to provide the stimulus required by· the more 
inquisitive of undergraduate minds. 
That is to say, it is the duty of the college. Granted 
that funds are not available for the selection of high-
priced lecturers, and granted that speakers of popular 
fame are not going to come to Annandale for only a 
meal ticket and transportation costs, what is hinder-
ing the exchange of professors between Vassar and 
Bard or Bennington and Bard? Or any other college 
and Bard? A closer relationship Bennington and 
Bard is, of course, especially desirable, since there is a 
possibility that each college may learn from the other 
some aspect of progressive education that would 
otherwise remain peculiar to only one institution. 
Perhaps the most valid criticism of this plan arises 
from the alleged fact that the faculty finds little time 
for activity outside of academic pursuits. If such is 
the case, the faculty are being overworked; if no, the 
.. .. .. And thanks again for a wonderful time. By 
the way, if you can locate a missing silk ,stocking (kind 
of mauve colored), will you please send it along? 
Love. 
(Sign your name, Detach from rest 
of paper, This is your receipt. You 
beautiful thing you!) 
. .. s would destroy that whole civiliza-
change, 1t has made a set tOb pon- I tion without compunction. Japan, 
derous for vaudeville, too solemn for or her government, in its present 
burlesque. mad course, represents ·the latter 
only to definitely. Which is to pre-
There can be no doubt tnat PRO- vail? Every ideal we hold is at 
CESSIONAL was difficult to pro- stake; we must prepare to make 
duce. The director and staff were any necessary sacrifice for that;. 
which we hold oear to us. Let us 
trying to achieve something that was act wisely' and judiciously, strike 
college should be willing to exchange ideas for those achieved twelVe years ago. At that when the striking is good, and be 
of other colleges. The exchange could be made on time, the form and technique were sure never to sacrifice' more than 
either a semester or a weekly commuting basis, and significant; today they can be dis- we are sure of gaining. War, as 
though the semester exchange might be more efficient . such, does not end war, but propa-
it would entail, undoubtedly, complicated alteratio~ mIssed as old stuff. Then, the con- gates it. To act unwisely, however 
in schedule and curriculum. . tent was merely a frame upon which I good our intentions, would defeat 
This system of exchange would seem to be the most Lawson could weave his patterns of our purpose. At present, let us hope 
feasible method to awaken undergraduates from an I experiments' today the m~ssage is and pray for the best, watching 
intellectual stupor which will be especially intensive . ' . alertly for the opportunity to act 
during the winter months. Only the generosity of ll1~portan~. The produce.rs have re- most . effectively in delivering a 
individual faculty members who occasionally enter- allzed thlS and haVe tned to alter smashmg blow at those who would 
tained a famous scholar and friend was successful in the form and empnasize tne idea.' destroy what we cherish, in making 
providing stimulation during the late winter months The result is something more than a l,supremelY powerful the ideals of life, 
last year. Though this practice should be continued, flo nd 1 s th peace and democracr·and defating 
some more extensive program must supplement it. Or p a e s an a success. I the enemies of those Ideals. 
else Bard will find itself an 'invalid institution. . -W. H. W. I MYYRON HARRIS, JR. 
Scarlet Eleven 
Ties Hamilton 
PICKARD SCORES jl 
IN LAST SECOND 
OF INITIAL. HALF 
High Committee To Test 
Legality Of Bard Goal 
BasketbaB . Schedule 
Dec. 4-Albany State 
Dec. 10-Trinity 
Dec. ll-Upsala 
Dec. IS-New Paltz 
Jan. 29-Alumni 
Feb. 5-R. P. I . 
Feb. S-Drew U. 
Feb. IS-Hamilton 
Feb. 19-Brooklyn Poly 
Feb. 26-Drew U. 
Mar. 4-New Paltz 
Mar. 5-Cooper Union 
A 
A 
It 
H 
H 
A 
H 
H 
A 
A. 
A 
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By JAMt:S E. MAGEE 
Playing in a sea of mud and a 
drenching downpour at Clinton, New 
York, an inspired Scarlet eleven 
battled a favored Hamilton soccer 
team to a 1-1 draw on Saturday, Oc-
tober twenty-third. 
PANZER, HOFSTRA 
HERE TOMORROW 
The Scarlet Surge waited until the A large Sophomore-Junior Prom 
final minutes of the second quarter Weekend crowd will be in attend-
before scoring the goal that nullified ance tomorrow as two Scarlet teams 
the lead given to the hosts in the ;;quare off ·against visiting aggrega-
initial period by · Hoch. A free kick bons in an attempt to wind up the 
was called against the Hamiltom Fan sports calendar with a dual vic-
team about twenty-five' yards in. tory. 
front of its own "goal and Joe Pick- ·J.ue Bard harriers will begin their 
ard was the man electeCf to attempt four mile race against Hofstra Col-
the conversion . . His fi~t try . went lege of N. Y~ U. at 2:00 P. M. and at 
over the cross-bar out~ beca\LSe sev- exactly 2:30 P. M. the Scarlet Surge 
eral players had been" withjp ,ten will meet the undefeated soccer team 
yards of the. ball when if was ~icked , of Panzer College on Alumni Feld. 
Joe was given anothe'r ch~nce : Only six men, who played with 
Pickard' aimed the Second kick the Penzer eleven that defeated 
straight at the Ha~ goalie ' Bard 3-0 last year, will be in the 
whose outstretched han9s could not starting line-up. However, the rec-
hold the slippery ball and it slid ord of the East Orange club is im-
past him for a score. The timers ' pressive, to say the least. In suc-
horns blew two seconds after the cessive weekends the Jerseyites have 
completion of the play. ::lefeated Rider College, 3-1; Ithaca, 
The goal was disputed because 4-2; .their Alumni. 3-2 ; and St .. John 
time-out had been taken between College. 3-1. 
the two kicks. An appeal is being The Scarlet squad was heavily hit 
made to the Soccer Football Associa- by colds early in the week but Coach 
tion for a ruling on this goal. Ackerman expects to have all his 
Hamilton scored eleven minutes men in condition for tomorrow's 
after the opening of the game. Fol- contest. To date the Bard booters 
lowing a melee in front of the Scar- have lost two games, won one, and 
let's goal. Hoch gained possession of tied one. Providing they come out 
the ball, crossed in front 01 the posts, on top tomorrow, they will end the 
and dribbled a score inside the left- season with a .500 average. 
hand post. In engaging Hofstra College, the 
The Bard never-say-die spirit Bard harriers will be trying for their 
which had won for the Scarlet Surge ;irst win of the season. The squad, 
a week before against Trinity Wo.o; composed largely of Freshmen. has 
very much in evidence throughout (!onsistently decreased its aggregate 
the close fought fray. Footing was t,imes during the course of the sea-
treacherous and there was little con- son and, on this basis, is the favorite 
trol of the ball. The goalies had the in tomorrow's race. 
hardest job of the afternoon, mak- Coach Phalen has listed the fol-
ing numerous saves. :.owing men to start: Testi, H. Bur-
Don Worcester, ably supported by I nett, Peters, Hester, Dalton, Angel, 
Fullbacks Holt and BJornsgaard, I Haberman, McKeown and Carroll 
handled the slippery ball fourteen I Coach Ballentine 'of Hofstra" is 
times without a casualty. Pickard sending up six runnners for the 
and Merscher starred as halfbacks meet : deGiacomo. Hausman, Eise-
while Captain Stearns, Burnett. and mann, Atkinson, Leslie. and Green-
Sharp were outstanding on the of- hut. 
fense. 0 . 
The line-up : 
Worcester ................ .. .. G ....... Nichols. F. 
Bjornsgaard ..... ... L.F.B ............... Lenci 
Holt.. ............... .. .. ... R.F .B. .. ........ Sprague 
Merscher .............. L.H.B ............. Merch 
Pickard ....... .. ......... C.H.B ............... Geer I 
Stewart .. .... .. ..... .... . R.H.B ....... ....... . Clark 
Weissberger ............ .. O.L. .. ...... Getman 
Burnett ..................... ... I .R. ............ Hoch 
Stearns, c ....... .. ... .. .... C.F. .. ........ Laux, c 
Bates ......... ............... .. .. IL. . .. . D' Agostine 
Sharp .. .. ... ................ ... O.R. .... Nichols,R. 
o I 
PAWUN'G H. S. RUNNERS 
ANNEX JESSUP TROPHY 
STARTING LINE-UP 
BARD PANZER 
Worcester ........ G ... .......... Martins 
Holt ............. .. . L.F .B ........ . Grossman 
Bjornsgaar .. .. R.F.B ... .. Maltzman 
Merscher ... ... L.H.B . ........ Giraldi 
Pickard ...... .. C.H.B . ........ Balaniz 
Stewart .......... R.H.B .. Boutsikaris 
Weissberger ... . O.L ... ...... .. .... Rollo 
Burnett .. ... ..... I.L ........ .... Boccia 
Stearns ........ . C.F .. ... .. .... North, c 
Bates ................ I.R. .. .. Dispenseri 
Sharp .............. O.R. Di Beneditto 
Referee - Schmitt. H a r ace 
Mann; Time of quarters-22 
minutes. 
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ALBANY STATE 
TOPPLES BARD· 
RUNNERS 19-36 
With the Squad 
, ____________________________ JIMMAGEE ______________________ ~ 
such time allowance. the half would 
WHEN THE CLOCK STOPPED have ended before Bard scored. 
On Saturday, October twenty- The points in favor of Bard are 
Eolo Testi, ace Bard harrier, third, the Scarlet booters traveled to four in number: 
dropped a tough decision to Old Clinton, New York, with an emo- 1) the referee did not instruct the 
Man Bad Luck as his team was tional intention of turning the table timers as to whe1l time was to be 
beaten by Albany State by a 19-36 on Hamilton College and then re- taken out. This left them free to 
score over a four and two-fifth mile turned home wit h 0 u t knowing work out their own policy. 
course at Albany 'last Saturday. whether or not they had succeeded. 2) Law XVIII in the Soccer Rules 
Testi led the field by three hun- They did realize that in slipping and states that, "The timekeeper's sig-
dred yards at the three mile mark sliding ankle-deep in mud they had naZ that the tim,e of a period has 
where he took the wrong turn and battled a favored Hamilton eleven elapsed, shall be controlling in case 
got off the course. Losing valuable every square inch of the way but as ANY question arises as to the ex-
time and sacrificing his big lead, the for the final score-the battle was piration of tim,e of any period." 
Scarlet star finished fourth in a only half over. 
race that he should have won by a Th ·t . 3) the referee made no attempt e SI uatlOn that was to wrap t t t _.J -'.J_ th large margin. Thus. he ·was beaten th f 0 recons ruc an... recon,y....." e 
. e inal decision in a package of ha . d-' tl. ~ . d . 
through no fault of his OWn but due b' ppenmgs uNng ItA:> peno tn am Iguity started thirty seconds be- t' 
to .an error in the marking of ' the fore the end of the first half: ques wn. 
course. A victory by Testi would .r,J Rule XVIII, Section SO, states 
have made the final count, Albany Bard was awarded a free kick in that, "The referee shall allow for 
/3tate 22, Bard 33. front of the Hamilton goal just out- time u,'asted." This he did not do 
. Richman. of the home team, led side the penalty area. As a Hamil- 'after Joe's first kick soored. over 
the pack across the line in 24:55. ton forward had come from nowhere the goal although ~t was apparent 
He was followed by his team mates to tally for the hosts in the first that an unusual length of tim,e 
Wilczynski and Haynes. Test!. in: quarter, it was decided that Joe would elapse before play could be 
spite of his mistaken detour. came Pickard should make an attempt to resumed. 
even up the score on the kiCK. The 
home in fourth position in the good ball hooked over the cross-oar and Coach Ackerman informed Mr. 
time of 25 :32. CarrOll. Bard Fresh- sailed into the fields beyond. The Gelas after the game that he would 
man, finished fifth. The winners referee blew his whistle, ruled that not feel satisfied until the question 
placed men in the sixth and seventh members of both teams had been was given full co.nsideration. Mr. 
positions, while Hester, Dalton and, off-side when the attempt was made Gelas respected hlS point and the 
Peters, of Bard, took eighth, ninth, and ordered the play repeated ' whole mess will be subject to the 
and tenth. . judgment of the Committee on As-
It was the seventh straight defeat FOllowin~ this kick and the blast sociation Football (Soccer) Rules of 
of the season for tne Scarlet runners of the Ref s whistle, the two timers the National Collegiate Athletic As-
who face N. Y. U Hofstra in their (t.he manager of each .team) agreed sociation. 
final meet this Saturday. The team WIth each other that tIme should be I 
has gone through about the hardest taken out because they felt a consid-
schedule ever attempted by a Bard erable amount of time would be SHOTS AT RANDOM 
or St. Stephen's squad. but chances w~sted while the ball was being re- , We have a hunch that the results 
of a victory against Hofstra . a new - trleved. After the watch had been of Saturday~s . athle.tic · events will 
comer on Bard Athletic programs, ~toppe.d there ~0f!re four sec~mds left give Bard the very, very rare dis-
are good. ~n whtch to ftntsh the perwd! tinction of winning two contests on 
The results: Ab01d twenty-five seconds after the same day . . . Although Panzer 
Richman .. ...... ........................... .. . 24 :55 the watch had been stopped, the beat us 3-0 in soccer last year, the 
Wilczynski .. .......................... ...... 25 :24 ball was a.gain put into play, the two teams were evenly matched and 
Haynes ........ .. ...... .. ........... .. .. ......... 25 :26 w atch started, a.nd the second at- the Scarlet has gone far in the way 
Testi ............... .. .. .. ... .. .. .... ........... ... 25 :32 tempt converted. Only two seconds of improvement since then .. . To 
Carroll ................... .. ... ...... .......... 25 :4::i elapsed after this conv ersion before date the Hofstra harriers have not 
Russ .. ............ ..... .. ... .. .. .. .. ......... .. ..... 26 :17 the timekeepers' horn signaled the participated in any meets ... On 
Fravello ........ .. .......... .. ............... .. . 26:21 end of the f irst half. the other hand, the Bardians are 
Hester ............. .... .. .. .. ... ... .. ............. 26 :26 A question arose as to whether or well seasoned, they will be running 
Dalton .. .. .................. .... ......... ....... 26 :37 not time out had been taken during lover their own course, and they will 
Peters ... ... ....... ...................... .... ..... 27: 03 the inter:ral between the first and be putting everything they . have in-
Marley........ .................................. 27 :28 second klCks. Upon learning from to the attempt to end theIr season 
Snover .. ............ .. ................... .. .... . 27:31 the timers that 'time out' had been . with a victory ... The following 
Show.................................. .. .......... 28 :23 taken, the Referee ruled the goali men will make up the Hofstra ag-
Haberman ............ .. .. .. .. .... ......... ... 28 :58 void. This he did because the Ref- gregation: deGiacomo, Hausman, 
Burnett ........... .. ..................... ... ..... 28 :58 eree is supposedly responsible for in- Eisemenn, Atkinson, LeSlie, and 
Gray .. ..... .. ................ ..................... 33: 10 dicating ' when such time allowance Greenhut ... 
a is to be made, and this he did with- Two additions to the basketball 
BOSTON HARRIERS 
DOWN BARD, 15-40 
The Scarlet harriers, weakened by 
the absence of Peters and Carroll. 
suffered a 15-40 defeat a t the hands 
of Boston University on Saturday, 
October twenty-third. 
Testi. running sixth over the four 
mile home course, was the first man 
to finish for Bard. His time was 
24:54. Burnett was second for the 
Scarlet in 27:43, and Armstrong 
third in 28:29. 
Wilson paced the winners in 24 :30 
and was followed across the finish 
line by Bragg who was jus tone sec-
ond slower. Raymond, who wears 
crown, finished eighth in 26 :4(). 
Hester completed the course in 
29:47, finishing in eleventh position. 
He was trailed by four other Fresh-
men: Haberman in 29:57, Angell in 
31 :40, and McKeown and Dalton in 
34:42. 
out attempting to reconstruct the ;schedule appearing on this page are 
period in question. The entire Bard I possible . . . Stevens Tech and Ho-
team finished the game with the bart two schools that would do a 
understanding ' that the goal was lot towards raising the standard of 
good. Neither Coach Ackerman or! our competition ... Hofstra has just 
Captain Stearns were consulted be- been added to the baseball schedule 
fere the reverse decision was made. . .. It's quite possible that the ri~-
The unwillingness of Sidney Swan- aIry between the two 'new' institu-
ton. the referee. to consider the case tions-Bard (Columbia) and Hofstra 
more thoroughly after his hasty de- (N. Y . U.)-will develop into a great 
cision gave the Hamilton players tradition ... 
reason to believe the final score was Beginning with this issue the 
1-0 in their favor and gave the Scar- Sports Dept. will refer to our ath-
let no reason to believe it shouldn·t letics teams as 'the Scarlet' and 'the 
be 1-1. Scarlet Surge' rather than the high-
Jean Gelas, the Hamilton coach schoolish 'Red and White' ... We 
maintains that a 'time out' wa~ hope this will also develop into a 
taken without the authorization of great tradition ... 
the head official and that, without And that's all for now ... 
PLEASE PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS 
In the Mid-Hudson Meet held an-
nually at Bard and open to all schol-
astic cross country teams in New 
York and New Jersey the Pawling 
high school team returned to its top 
ranking on Saturday, October twen-
ty-third, by beating the twice-win-
ning Dover Plains squad to capture 
the Jessup Trophy. Pawling annexed 
the cup in 1933 and 1934 but ran sec-
ond to Dover Plains in 1935 and 1936. 
ALEXANDER, TAILOR and DRY-CLEANER 
While some 155 youths competed 
in the four races, Pawling's victory 
in the Class A race went down as 
the day's biggest event. The Belcher-
coached outfit finished the soggy 
run in the aggregate time of 61 :34, 
Dover finishing second in 63: 55 and 
Red Hook third in 65:22. 
Arlington High took the Class B 
honors with an aggregate time of 
63: 18, while Monticello won the 
Class C race in 62 :43 and Nott Ter- I 
race annexed the Class D fixture in 
59:04. 
Duplicate medals were awarded to 
Kiefer of Drake and Marotta of Nott 
Terrace for the best individual time 
in the meet. Each covered the two-
mile course in 11 :28. 
Suits made to order at reasonable prices. 
OVER GRAND UNION 
Compliments 
of 
RED HOOK, N. Y. 
RED HOOK HOTEL 
Tel. Red Hook 116 
El J arro de piedra 
qui ere verle. 
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INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH I studies on primates, especially from 
ENGINEER SPEAKS TOALTERWORLDTRADE,ASIATiC PRIMATE '~~~~!.i::a!:=~~£·;~ 
TO A S U ABOUT tr~o:r~U~~eth!n~~xt~~~;>ear~~:~ : GROUP RETURNS ~~etg!b~~I~~~P~; t~ek~nthr~;~~ 
BARD TO ATTEND 
PANEL DISCUSSION • • • be sharply influenced m Its methods stocks and man. Yet this signific:;tnt 
and its products by expe~iments now I <Continued from page one) I anthropoid has .uP 1;0 this time been (continued from page 1) SOVIET REPUBLIC bemg conducted in unIversity and I gram for increasing knowledge of the least carefully studied of the industrial res ear c h labora~ories the gibbon and other Asiatic pri- higher primates, because of the lack field period, methods of evaluating 
throughout the world, in the opmion I mates included also a comprehensive of available material. student achievement, programs for 
of Dr. Eugen G~t~, University of I field study of gibbon behavior and The program of the expedition al- campus entertainment, and senior 
Notre Dame phYSICISt. social relations. This was carried so included the making of a gen- projects were the most controversial Mr. M. B. Sherman, of New York City, spoke to the American Student 
Union and members of the college 
community last Wednesday night, 
accompanying his talk with three 
reels of moving pictures which he 
took in Soviet Russia. 
Mr. Sherman, whose doctor's the-
sis on the place of chemistry in a 
socialized state took him to Soviet 
Russia, is a graduate chemical en-
gineer from Columbia University, 
where he also received his master's 
and doctor's degrees. 
"S~veral synthetic products are out by the Behavior Research Divi- eral zoological collection of birds, questions reviewed at these confer-
now IX; general use and others, such sion and was principally the work mammals, reptiles, fishes and insects ences. Furthermore, the essential 
as reSins, asphalt, glass and rubber, of Dr. C. R. Carpenter. From his from the highlands of Northern differences between the aims of a 
are rapidly taking their place along- mountain camp in Northern Siam I Siam and varying altitudes in North men's, and a women's college were 
side .silk in the list of artificial com- he made systematic studies on twen- Borneo, for the Museum of Compar- considered at great lengtn. 
modlties accepted by. consumers as a ty different groups of wild gibbons ative Zoology at Harvard. The Siam During January of this year, rep-
matter of course." in their undisturbed natural habitat. collectiOns include more than f1fteeT'! resentatives from Bard attended two 
Development of complete human He also was able to supplement his hundred birds and mamals princip- nf h fi 
diets in the l.aboratory, rather than observations by recording their be- ally gathered through the e' fforts of educational co erences. T erst 
was held at Sarah Lawrence to 
on the farm, IS not beyond the range havior in several thousand feet of J. A. Griswold and two trained Ma- which Bennington and Blacll, Moun-
of possibility in Dr. Guth's mind, but moving picture film. Sound record- lay collectors. In British North Bor- tain also sent delegates. Shortly 
he foresees no, need for "pm" diets lngs were made of most of the typi- neo Griswold spent more than three thereafter Bennington and Bard met 
in the near future. cal glbon calls and at the end of months on the steep slopes of Mount a ain at New Colle e 
The movies were taken when Mr. Dr. Guth draws attention to the the observation work, sample gib- Kinabalu. This mountain is sacred ; g g . 
Sherman traveled to Russia in 1935 increasing number of Nobel awards bon groups were shot in order to to the tribes ot North Borneo and I Edueational Policies Committee 
and 1937, but even in this snort per- being made in America annually. check the accuracy of observatiOns I rises magnificently to the height of 
iad, the improvements in Russian The center of research activity i." as to sex and age. Nine live gibbons almost fourteen thousand feet. The Until this fall, the ~orum ~as been 
technology and standards of Uving shifting more and more from Europe were brought back by Dr. Carpenter rain forest on its slopes is one of the responsible for Bard s participation 
are very apparent. Mr. Sherman to the United States, he believes. to New York. These, it is hoped, most difficult collecting places in in these inter-college c~mferences. 
stated that he knew little about the ' 0 may form the nucleus of a semi- the world and famous as the type On campus, the Forum In addition 
pOlitical situation in Russian, but he PROM OF SEASON domesticated experimental colony of birds and mamals. In spite of these met with the fa?ulty educational 
was basing his conclusions on tech- gibbons to be located in or near Por- difficult natural conditions, Griswold committee to dISCUSS particulal' 
nical observations alone. His movies to Rico, under the Columbia School and hio local natives were successful academic and social polIcies. 
dealt largely Wltn collective farms or (Continued from page one) of Tropical Medicine. in their undertaking. This semester, however, an inde-
kolkhos, Russia's method of sociallz- the credit 101' its success. In charge Behavior observations were also This co-operative undertaking has pendent Student Educational Poli-
ing the farms, and aspects of recon- of decorations were William Jordy, made on the habits of macaques I been financed by several organiza- cies has been established. Members 
struction and improvement in the John Muller, Harold Hencken, and and langurs, and Dr. Carpenter tions and private individuals. Dr to this organization are appointed 
large cities of Leningrad and Mos- George Lambert. Members of botn spent a month in the forests of I Schultz's partiCipation was in pa~t annuallY by the Student Council. 
cow, and others. Reflecting Russia's classes also assisted in the work. Northern Sumatra, where he had supported by a grant from the C3r- This year's members are Messrs, 
steady improvement, Mr. Sherman Other committees were: orchestra the opportunity to observe gibbons negie InstitUtion, Dr. Carpenter's by' Koenig, Cremer, Waggoner, Jordy, 
pointed out, is the construction of William Weissberger and F l' e d of another race, as well as siamangs, a grant from the Columbia Univer- Gray, Swift and Winterbottom. 
the entirely new city of New Gorki. Sharp' rooms Robert Ficker' re- and the Sumatran Orang Utan in its sity Council for Research in the So- Th C itte hid 
After Mr. Sherman's commentary fresh~ents ~ank Bjorns aard and native habitat. cia I Sciences and the Soola1 Science e omm e as a rea y m~t 
and movies discussion was continu ' g The gibbon study was made the Research Council and the others b,- with the AdministraLlon and is now 
ed in the Aibee Recreation Room. -! ~~a~~dB!ft~~wh~::' Steve Rich- principal objective because it is be- the Sheldon and Milton Funds at)' Pla~ning its ta~end~ f0tor the coming 
I . coming increasingly c I e a l' from J Harvard and private donations. con erence a enn ng n. 
Cop,rij!hr 1937. lrCCI!TT & MYIlIS TOBACCO CO~ 
CheJterfields give everybody 
more pleasure 
Take out a pack and it draws 
'em like a magnet ... right away 
smokers crowd around for that 
refreshing MILDNESS and BETTER TASTE 
smORers 
turning to em 
ever!f da!J 
